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(online qualifier will soon be unnecessary)



clearly printing news on paper is a legacy process
disrupted by technology



US newspaper circulation halved over the last decade



business model



.com

online versions of newspapers are like britannica.com instead of the wikipedia they need to 
be
can’t count on incumbents – 



already technologists like winer/ev/assange have done more



we’re here to recruit you 
journalism is now one of the most exciting fields to work in, needs hackers
tech that we’re good at + positive contrib to society, distribute knowledge, increase 
transparency, empower people vs. vested interests = hacker values 



Hack the news!
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First on the scene

Detect, curate &
fact-check



“Win the morning”

Be the source people 
link to



Write finished articles

News as process

Research>Factcheck>Write>Publish. Deadline... paper



Cover everything

Do what you do best ‒
link to the rest.

as if they were invented before the hyperlink... oh wait.



Tell people what to think

Foster community

op-eds
blogging/opinion



Act all-knowing

Be transparent

jump to conclusions
don’t admit ignorance



Broadcast

?

can you think of more peer-to-peer models?
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fields of questions.
issues & current examples tackling them.



How news comes to be

every day, things happen. thousands of things to billions of people.
now the question is: which of the things stay secret, who gets to know about which
and who investigates the important ones.
how can we get rid of the gatekeepers?



“someone’s bound to share it on twitter”



spot.us



How news is 
presented

the most prevalent medium online is still the print-like article: once final, always final.
what about media-streams?
what about anything else the web makes possible?

topic pages were one solution …



livingstories.googlelabs.com



topics.nytimes.com
linking to other sources



wikipedia.org
concerning globally important events, wikipedia often has good, well-updated writeups.
more local events are hardly ever well-covered though.



How news finds me

1) self-chosen sources
2) social networks
3) relatively-open relevancy filters

fields i don’t know and i don’t know would interest me



How to understand
(better)

how can i have context? infographics? intro videos? explaining terms?
economic crisis -> horrible job?

one big part of it is:



data .

governments and organizations release bigger and bigger dumps of data
(of their own free will due to FOIA or due to leaks)
that need to be processed and analyzed



 overview.ap.orgoverview.ap.org



ushahidi.com



guardian.co.uk/news/datablog 



How to make sense of 
public contributions

measure sentiment? aggregate reactions?
forum / comment threads -> how to better consume?
polls on news sites -> expand them?
comments, poll votes, tweets; they can be worthwhile

reddit up/down?
blog trackbacks?



better trackbacks?



How to empower 
readers to act upon 

information

“now what?”
give people tools to effect change in the world
(coordinate volunteer responses?)

send traffic somewhere else?



How to make it 
sustainable

financially
do less better.
people are looking into crowdsourcing the data gathering part of the news process.

micropayment providers also help independent players join the conversation.

maybe no business model?



How to empower & 
protect journalists

internet in a suitcase, tor project, “hacker satellite”.
people need to know the dangers they’re facing. especially because they’re likely not to know 
about the virtual ones.
protect sources.
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Lux

http://c3o.org/lux/
http://c3o.org/lux/
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Getting started



internships
studies

internships are the traditional entry point for journalistic activities
the mozilla drumbeat project, among other things, distributes a few journalism fellowships 
for their challenge winners.
basically, you’ll work with teams in newsrooms all over the world.

some universities have started offering Data Journalism / Computational Journalism 
curriculums, even providing scholarships for programmers embarking on these



www.medill.northwestern.edu/[…]
http://www.medill.northwestern.edu/admissions/page.aspx?id=58645

http://www.medill.northwestern.edu
http://www.medill.northwestern.edu


drumbeat.org/en-US/journalism/
more journalists to understand technology
more technologists to understand journalism



grants

there are many local journalism grants, most seem to be targeted at news_paper_s though. 
(some interesting papers get grants in austria)
big international tech-journalism grant programs are



knight news challenge
IPI news contest



bootstrap!

citizen journalism has been on the rise ever since you’ve been able to reach big audiences via 
the internet.
kickstarter makes it easy to collectively fund projects.



Hacks/Hackers

COLLABORATORS
a network of journalists (“hacks”) and technologists (“hackers”) who rethink the future of news 
and information.



collid.es



what now?
tomorrow 1:30pm / in front of hackcenter

&
collid.es


